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ENABLING MOLECULAR COMMUNICATION THROUGH CHIRALITY OF ENANTIOMERS

Valeria Loscrí1 and Anna Maria Vegni2

1Inria Lille - Nord Europe, 2Roma Tre University, Rome, Italy

Abstract – With the advancements of nanotechnology, there has been fervid research activity on new communication

paradigms suitable for new challenging contexts, such as biological systems. Among different approaches, the most

considered has been the artificial Molecular Communication, where entities such as synthetic molecules, enzymes, hor-

mones, bacteria etc. are functionalized in order to implement information exchange with the surrounding system and

with other entities. In this context, it is interesting to analyze specific features that could be exploited for effective com-

munication paradigms. In this paper, we focus on chiral molecules (a.k.a. enantiomers) as novel enablers for molecular

communication paradigm. Chirality is an interesting and appealing feature existing in nature and that can be replicated

with strong emphasis in new types of materials, such as metasurfaces and metamaterials. A deep knowledge of chirality

features and how chiral molecules interact to each other or with achiral molecules gives insights into designing a new

molecular communication technique suitable for biological environments. In this contribution, we will highlight themain ap-

plications of chiral molecules andwewill present chiral features as the viable way for realizing a nanocommunication system.
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1. INTRODUCTION1

Molecular Communication (MC) paradigm consists of us-2

ing molecules to encode, transmit and receive informa-3

tion. It has recently received a lot of attention by the4

research community since it is considered as the vi-5

able alternative of electro-magnetic (EM) communica-6

tions, thanks to the specific features of biocompatibility.7

MC is mostly inspired by existing communication mecha-8

nisms occurring between biological entities and is devel-9

oped by considering small molecules, peptides, lipids, as10

well bacteria, viruses, pheromones and so on [2].11

MC paradigm is based on the transmission and recep-12

tion of information encoded into molecules (i.e., messen-13

ger molecules) [1, 23]. These entities freely propagate in14

the medium by connecting a transmitter with a receiver15

nanomachine. Typicalmolecular communication systems16

are based on the free diffusion process of molecules, such17

as calcium signaling, microtubules, pheromone signal-18

ing, and bacterium-based communications [20]. Differ-19

ent biological entities allow reaching different communi-20

cation ranges and performance. For instance, the use of21

pheromones (i.e., molecules of chemical compounds re-22

leased by plants, insects, and other animals) triggers spe-23

cific behaviors among the receptor members and reaches24

long-range communications i.e., approximately onemeter.25

On the other side, both flagellated bacteria and catalytic26

nanomotors are able to carry DNA messages and allow27

short-range communications. The use of DNA as infor-28

mation messages allows achieving information rate rela-29

tively high (i.e., up to several kilobits per second). In con-30

trast, the propagation of information by means of guided31

bacteria or catalytic nanomotors is relatively very slow32

(i.e., a few millimeters per hour).33

A special type of molecules that is expected being very34

promising in the field of molecular communications are35

the chiral molecules. Chiral molecules show the chiral-36

ity effect i.e., a physical phenomenon that pervades the37

universe. The term chirality was introduced in 1884 and38

refers to objects that are not equivalent to their mirror39

images, and the two images are not superposed to each40

other. A typical example of such a geometrically chiral ob-41

ject is the human hand, so that the left and the right hands42

aremirror images of each other, but it is impossible to su-43

perpose them.44

Chiral molecules, a.k.a. enantiomers, can show their dif-45

ferent handedness in many ways, including the way they46

affect human beings. As an instance, one enantiomeric47

form of a compound called limonene is primarily respon-48

sible for the odor of oranges, while the other enantiomer,49

for the odor of lemons. Molecules of the amino-acids50

of which our proteins are built have the property of be-51

ing non-superposable on their mirror image. In contrast,52

objects (and molecules) that are superposable on their53

images are achiral. The chirality of molecules can be54

demonstrated with relatively simple compounds. For in-55

stance, consider 2-butanol molecule i.e., an organic com-56

pound with formula CH3CH(OH)CH2CH3. The structure57

of 2-butanol is chiral, that means that there are actually58

two different 2-butanols and they are enantiomers. An-59

other example is the amino-acid alanine, which is in the60



form of left-handed and right-handed enantiomers i.e.,61

(S)-alanine and (R)-alanine, respectively. Fig. 1 depicts62

the two enantiomers, whosemirror images are not equiv-63

alent and non-superposable on each other. Another ex-64

ample of enantiomers are themolecules of natural sugars,65

almost all classified as being right handed, including the66

sugar that occurs in DNA. Also DNA is a chiral structure,67

since its two helixes are not superposable to each other,68

as well depicted in Fig. 1 (b).69

In this paper we address how to exploit chiral molecules70

as messenger molecules for molecular communications.71

The use of similar molecules i.e., isomers, as enablers72

of molecular communications has already been inves-73

tigated in [15], where Kim and Chae proposed three74

novel modulation techniques, i.e., concentration-based,75

molecular-type-based, and molecular-ratio-based. How-76

ever, in [15] it did not emerge the main features of such77

special molecules and how it is possible to exploit them78

for molecular communications by means of their inner79

features. As an instance, one of themain features of chiral80

molecules is their behavior towards plane-polarized light.81

When a beam of plane-polarized light passes through an82

enantiomer, the plane of polarization rotates. Also, sepa-83

rate enantiomers rotate the plane of plane-polarized light84

equal amounts but in opposite directions. Then, separate85

enantiomers are optically active compounds.86

In this paper, we focus on the features of chiral molecules87

such as (i) the rotation of the polarization plane of the88

impinging EM wave and (ii) the chirality transfer effect,89

in order to model a chiral channel comprised of enan-90

tiomers that forward data information via a multi-hop91

protocol. Specifically, in our vision, data information is92

represented by exploiting the chirality phenomenonwith93

a chiral molecule emitting a rotated EM wave when a94

light input impinges on an initial transmitter node after95

a steady-state is achieved. Dissemination of data infor-96

mation inside a chiral medium occurs through the chiral-97

ity transfer mechanism that considers the non-covalent98

bonds between a chiral and an achiral molecule. Chiral-99

ity is exploited to encode the information in the chiral100

molecules, and it is decoded at the receiver as a 1 bitwhen101

anEMwave (i.e., an optical signal) is applied. WhennoEM102

wave is applied, the information is decoded as a bit 0.103

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-104

duces the concept of chirality effect and describes the105

main enantiomers that can be found in nature, specif-106

ically in the biological context. The features of chiral107

molecules are then presented in Subsection 2.1. In Sec-108

tion 3 we characterize the chiral transfer effect from a109

chiral molecule to an achiral molecule. In Section 4, we110

define a chiral medium as a channel for molecular com-111

munications. Data information is encoded in the chiral112

molecules that transport the chirality effect, which can be113

forwarded hop-by-hop in the overall system. Finally, con-114

clusions are drawn at the end of this paper.115

Fig. 1 – Examples of chiral molecules in case of (a) alanine amino-acid,

and (b) DNA chains. Enantiomers are non-superposable mirror images

to each other.

2. CHIRAL MOLECULES116

A chiralmolecule shows the chirality effect thatmakes the117

molecule not equivalent to its mirror image. The chiral118

molecule and its mirror image are enantiomers, and the119

relationship between the chiral molecule and its mirror120

image is defined as enantiomeric. The word chiral comes121

from theGreek, andmeans “hand”. Indeed, a classic exam-122

ple of chiral objects are the hands, since the mirror image123

of the left hand is exactly the right hand. However, the left124

hand is not superposable on the right hand.125

From the etymology of chiral, chiral objects are said to126

possess “handedness”. Although bothmirror image forms127

are theoretically possible, such as those for the amino-128

acid alanine, they have evolved in a way that amino-acids129

are mainly of the mirror image said to be “left-handed”130

(see Fig. 1 (a)). The reason that most amino-acids are of131

the left-handed form is not known, however.132

Chirality is an important phenomenon in the universe.133

Several plants show chirality, bywinding around support-134

ing structures. Human body is structurally chiral and it is135

not clear why, but most people are right-handed screw.136

Usually, only one form of chiral occurs in a given species.137

Just as an example, themolecules ofwhite sugars are right138

handed. Enantiomers of a chiral molecule have identi-139

cal physico-chemical properties, and also the same elec-140

trochemical behavior. The enantioselective electrochem-141

istry represents the ability of discriminating enantiomers142

of chiral molecules (i.e., electroanalysis), or to selectively143

activate or achieve a givenenantiomerof a chiralmolecule144

(i.e., electrosynthesis) and is an issue particularly impor-145

tant in the biological and pharmaceutical fields [3].146

2.1 Features of Chiral Molecules147

The specific rotation is a property of a chiral molecule. It148

is defined as the change in orientation of monochromatic149

plane-polarized light, per unit distance-concentration150

product, as the light passes through a sample of a com-151

pound in solution. Fig. 2 describes the property of ro-152

tation of the polarization plane of an EM field that im-153

pinges on a chiral channel. At the output of the channel,154

the polarization plane has been rotated. Specifically, chi-155

ralmolecules can rotate the plane of polarization of an EM156
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Fig. 2 – Property of rotation of the polarization plane of an EM pulse

impinging a chiral channel.

field both clockwise and counterclockwise. If the rotation157

is clockwise, chiral molecules are said to be dextrorotary,158

and correspond to positive rotation values, while chiral159

molecules rotating theplaneof polarization counterclock-160

wise are said to be levorotary, and correspond with nega-161

tive values of the specific rotation.162

Another important feature of chiral molecules is the chi-163

rality transfer that occurswhen a chiralmolecule encoun-164

ters an achiral molecule. In such a scenario, the chirality165

effect is extended over the whole molecular system i.e., it166

propagates from a chiral to an achiralmolecule, which be-167

comes chiral. The induction of the chirality in the achiral168

components is of utmost importance. In order to induce169

the chirality of the achiral components, the interaction170

between the chiral molecules and the achiral molecules171

plays a very important role.172

The induced chirality generally refers to those chiral173

supramolecular systems where chirality is induced in an174

achiral guest molecule as a result of asymmetric infor-175

mation transfer from a chiral host e.g., a chiral molecule176

or a chiral nanostructure. In order to produce the in-177

duced chirality, it is necessary for the achiral molecule to178

have a strong interaction with the chiral host through a179

non-covalent bond. A typical example of induced chiral-180

ity is the encapsulation of a chromophore into the cav-181

ity of cyclodextrin [6]. Finally, a very important aspect182

related to chirality is the chiral communication that is a183

common phenomenon occurring in many biological pro-184

cesses [10], strictly tied with the chirality transfer prop-185

erty.186

In this paper, we will exploit the chirality tranfer effect by187

themeans of diffusion of chiralmolecules entering in con-188

tact with achiral molecules in a biological solution.189

3. CHIRALITY TRANSFER EFFECT190

As already introduced in Subsection 2.1, the chirality191

transfer effect is observed between organic and inorganic192

molecular structures. The modeling of macroscopic chi-193

rality emerged from the chiral molecular elements is a194

challenge for theory, computations, and experiments. Nu-195

merous experimental results demonstrated the transfer196

of chirality among different length scales ranging from di-197

mensions of the elementary particles to the macro-scale198

(i.e., the length of the axon). In particular, it was shown199

that the chirality at the molecular scale (i.e., amino-acids,200

proteins, andpolysaccharides) could be transferred to the201

macroscopic and macrolevel (i.e., neurofilaments and in-202

organic crystals).203

In general, chirality transfer occurs through chemical204

bonds, but recently it has been observed that chiral205

biomolecules may impart some of their optical proper-206

ties to a spatially separated achiral dye [17]. Knof and207

von Zelewsky [16] have characterized the chiral transfer208

as through the use of organic ligands chiral information209

can be transferred.210

In the context of chirality transfer it is important to high-211

light chiroptical properties. Among the most important212

properties are the chiral luminescent lanthanide com-213

plexes used as probes for the characterization of chiral214

environments [22, 4, 25] or as chiral luminescent com-215

plexes [21, 8, 9, 5]. Lanthanides are ideal candidates216

as luminescent probes, based on specific features such217

as their long lifetimes and large Stokes shifts. CP lumi-218

nescence has great potential to investigate the configu-219

rational as well as conformational changes in biological220

systems in solution, since it combines the general sensi-221

tivity of luminescence measurements and the high speci-222

ficity of the signal for the chiral environment. Further-223

more, using very simple chiral ligands and lanthanide224

ions, chiral nanoballs were obtained where the array of225

lanthanide ions are arranged as in the ferritin biological226

molecule [13, 14]. With very simple chiral ligands used227

as synthons (i.e., a synthon is a component of a molecule228

to be synthesized, playing an active role in synthesis) in229

coordination chemistry, it is possible to obtain sophisti-230

cated chiral assemblies which mimic biological systems.231

These considerations are encouraging in thedevelopment232

of “artificial” molecular communication systems.233

Chirality is also important in molecular switches [12, 19].234

A switch is amolecule that can reversibly interconvert be-235

tween two stable states upon an external stimulus. In [11]236

Dai et al. described a chiroptical switch based on pho-237

tochromes that exhibit two different states with signifi-238

cantly different optical rotations. Finally, chiral transfer239

phenomena can be used for sensing chirality of a wide240

range of chiral molecules, as well as for developing novel241

chiroptical devices and chiral materials.242

The wider application of chiral sensing continues to be243

hampered by the involved chiral signals being inherently244

weak. To avoid this issue, plasmonic and dielectric nanos-245

tructures have recently been shown to offer a viable route246

for enhancing weak circular dichroism (CD) effects. Re-247

cently, in [18] Mohammadi et al. presented an analytical248

study of the problem of substrate CD spectroscopy for an249

arbitrary nanophotonic substrate (either, chiral or achi-250

ral, plasmonic or dielectric) and clarify the interplay be-251

tween key affecting parameters, such as the thickness and252

chirality of the substrate, as well as the near-field optical253

chirality enhancement.254

From the telecommunication point of view, the chirality255

transfer can be exploited by the means of a diffusion pro-256

cess of the chiral molecules.257

When the “chirality effect” is transferred to an achiral258

molecule and an optical signal is applied, it will be able to259

show an optical activity, and becomes a chiral molecule.260



Fig. 3 – Chirality transfer property of chiral molecules (black circles) to-

wards achiral molecules (light blue molecules).

As a result, the chirality transfer works as a point-to-261

point data forwarding among heterogeneous molecules262

(i.e., from chiral to achiral molecules).263

Specifically, when a chiral molecule encounters an achiral264

component, it forms a non-covalent bond and the chiral-265

ity effect is transferred into the achiral molecule, which266

becomes chiral. Finally, the chirality transfer propagates267

in the whole system.268

Fig. 3 depicts the chirality transfer feature of chiral269

molecules in a heterogeneous channel (i.e., comprised of270

both chiral and achiral molecules). In this scenario, the271

chiral molecules are used as messenger molecules re-272

leased by a transmitter nanomachine (e.g., an eukaryotic273

cell) through themediumvia diffusion (i.e., Brownianmo-274

tion). They are used as messengers, since they allow275

the transmission of a light signal applied to a transmitter276

molecule and transferred from a molecule to the neigh-277

bors through the chiroptical properties when the system278

will reach a steady state. The motion is basically driven279

by diffusion, meaning that the particles move from areas280

of higher concentration to areas of lower concentration,281

and the displacement of messenger molecules follows a282

normal distribution with zero mean.283

The overall chiral molecule concentration flux is given by

the sum of the 𝑁 chiral molecules concentration gradi-

ents, with𝑁 as thenumber of apertures of theTxnanoma-

chine. The flux of chiral molecule concentration depends

on both time and position through the Fick’s first law i.e.,

𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑡) = −𝐷
𝑁

∑
𝑖=1

∇𝐶𝑖,𝐶𝑀 (𝑥, 𝑡), (1)

where ∇ is an operator used in vector calculus as a vec-

tor differential operator, 𝐶𝑖,𝐶𝑀 [mol/cm3] is the 𝑖-th chi-

ral molecule concentration with 𝑖 = {1, 2, … , 𝑁}, and 𝐷
[cm2/s] is the diffusion coefficient, assumed as a constant

value for a given fluidic medium as:

𝐷 = 𝑘𝐵𝑇
3𝜋𝜂𝑑

, (2)

where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant equal to 1.38 ×284

10−23[𝐽/𝐾], 𝑇 is the temperature [𝐾], 𝜂 is the viscosity of285

the liquid [𝑚𝑃𝑎⋅𝑠], and 𝑑 is the size of the chiralmolecules286

expressed in [𝑛𝑚]. Finally, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:287

𝐽 (𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑄𝐶𝑀 + 𝑄𝐴𝑀𝑃𝑟(𝐴𝑀 → 𝐶𝑀)

√(4𝜋𝐷𝑡)3
𝑒− 𝑥2

4𝐷𝑡 (3)

where 𝑄𝐶𝑀 is the initial concentration of chiral

molecules, 𝑄𝐴𝑀 is the initial concentration of achi-

ral molecules and 𝐽(𝑥, 𝑡) represents the Brownian

particles at time 𝑡 at point 𝑥, with first moment as:

𝑥2 = 2𝐷𝑡, (4)

and standard deviation:

𝜎 =
√

2𝐷𝑡. (5)

In Eq. (3), we account for the achiral molecules that are

“inducted” to become chiral with a certain probability

that is proportional to the helical twisting power of the

chiral molecules, i.e.:

𝑃𝑟(𝐴𝑀 → 𝐶𝑀) ∽ 𝛽, (6)

where 𝛽 is the helical twisting power and is expressed

as [26]

𝛽 = Δ𝜇
8𝜋𝐾2𝑘

, (7)

where Δ𝑢 is the chemical potential difference between a288

chiral molecule and its enantiomer when they are placed289

in the solution, 𝐾2 is twist elastic constant, the wavevec-290

tor 𝑘 = 2𝜋/𝑃 and 𝑃 is the elical pitch, which is inversely291

proportional to the concentration of chiral molecules in-292

jected by the transmitter.293

4. CHIRAL OPTICAL CHANNEL294

In the context of molecular communication, we envision295

that chiral molecules will be expected to be largely ex-296

ploited [27]. Due to the feature of changing the polariza-297

tion plane of an impinging optical signal, data information298

can be encoded into chiral molecules, and carried out via299

the chiral transfer mechanism. Specifically, when an opti-300

cal pulse impinges a (biological) chiral channel, it will be301

observed an optical activity as output of the channel. The302

optical activity is expressed as a rotation of the polariza-303

tion plane of the impinging EM wave. On the other side,304

if no pulse impinges the chiral channel, no optical activity305

will be observed at the output of the chiral channel, and306

then, there will be no rotation of the polarization plane of307

the EM wave.308

In Fig. 4 we show how the chiral molecules are arranged309

after the diffusion process, in a steady-state. We assume310

that a certain concentration of chiralmolecules is injected311

in the system and these molecules diffuse in the solution312

and “transfer” their chirality to other achiral molecules.313

Specifically, a Tx nanomachine releases a concentration314

of chiral molecules that transfer chirality to neighboring315

achiral molecules, which become chiral as well. Blue cir-316

cles represent chiralmolecules (both enantiomers), while317

grey circles are the achiral molecules. In this work, we318

treat chiral molecules as chiral optical antennas and we319

focus on some specific parameters allowing the charac-320

terization of chiral optical field generated. In particular,321
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as demonstrated in [24], we consider the chirality flux ef-322

ficiency, that describes the ability of ourmolecules to scat-323

ter chiral optical fields, that will be considered as the in-324

put for the neighbor chiral molecule as shown in Fig. 4.325

In particular, the chiral flux efficiency can be written

as [24]:

𝜂 ̃𝐹 ,𝑑 = Re(𝛼𝑐) 3
8𝜇0

|𝜀0|2

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡

1
√𝑟2 + 𝜁2

, (8)

with 𝑟 and 𝜁 as radial and longitudinal cylindrical coordi-326

nates,𝜇0 and ∣ 𝜀0 ∣2 the amplitude of the complex electric-327

field in the point 0 and𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡 is the total power of the outgo-328

ing light. Most important is the parameter 𝛼𝑐 represent-329

ing the coupled magneto-electric polarizability, to whom330

chiral optical properties are attributed to. Of course, we331

have to consider that in molecules chiral optical signals332

are lower than in chiralmetallic nanostructures, but there333

are recent research activities showinghow it is possible to334

improve the quality of the signal [7].335

The chiral channel can be then designed as a Z-channel, as336

depicted in Fig. 5. The output of the channel is expressed337

in terms of rotation of the polarization plane in case of an338

optical wave impinging the biological chiral channel.339

From the telecommunications point of view, the optical340

activity due to the effect of chirality can be decoded as341

a 1 bit, while the absence of rotation of the polarization342

plane will be decoded as a 0 bit. Fig. 5 describes a chi-343

ral channel comprised of chiral molecules. A source node344

(i.e., Tx node) emits a bit streammodulated through anOn345

Off Keying (OOK) scheme. Specifically, the variable𝑋 rep-346

resents the bit 1 or 0 transmitted along the channel, while347

𝑌 is the received bit (i.e., 1 or 0), based on a probabilistic348

approach. The presence of a bit 1 at the receiver means349

that a bit 1 has been transmitted with conditional proba-350

bility 𝑃𝑟(𝑌 = 1|𝑋 = 1), while a bit 0 at the receiver side351

can be affected by errors in the channel corresponding to352

the error probability 𝑝𝑒 = 𝑃𝑟(𝑌 = 0|𝑋 = 1), in case353

of a bit 1 transmitted with errors. Notice that, differently354

from traditional OOK-based communication schemes for355

molecular communications, in this paper the OOK mod-356

ulation is not based on the concentration variation of the357

molecules, but on the optical activity generatedby the chi-358

ral molecules. In practice, a bit 1 is associated to the op-359

tical activity occurrence, while a bit 0 is associated to no360

optical activity at the output of the channel.361

Furthermore, we assume a time-based synchronization

scheme at the transmitter side, and then the transmission

of a bit 1 corresponds to an EM wave that excites the chi-

ral channel at the beginning of a time slot, while no exci-

tation corresponds to the emission of a bit 0. The proba-
bility of sending a bit 0 in the case of No Excitation at the

beginning of the time slot is defined as 𝑃𝑁𝐸. If no exci-

tation is provided to the Tx node, then no optical activity

will occur (i.e., from the information theory point of view,

no transmission errors will occur, while transmitting bit

0). The probability that the bit 1 is correctly received by

the receiver corresponds to the probability of optical ac-

tivity experienced by the chiral molecules, namely 𝑃𝑂𝐴.

This probability can be considered depending on the spe-

cific optical rotation i.e., [𝛼]𝑇𝜆, that is a physical constant of
a chiral molecule, expressed as:

[𝛼]𝑇𝜆 = 𝛼
𝑙 ⋅ 𝜌

, (9)

where 𝛼 is the optical rotation expressed in degrees, 𝑙 is362

the optical path length [𝑑𝑚], and 𝜌 is the concentration of363

sample in [𝑔/𝑚𝐿], thatwe canderive from((3)). In Eq. (9),364

we notice that the specific rotation depends on the wave-365

length 𝜆 [nm] of the impinging EMwave and the tempera-366

ture 𝑇 [Celsius]. Usually, the wavelength of the light used367

is 589 nm (i.e., the sodium 𝐷 line), and the symbol 𝐷 is368

used i.e., [𝛼]𝑇𝐷. The specific rotation can be either positive369

or negative, if the chiral molecules are dextrotary or lev-370

orotary, respectively.371

The probability of optical activity occurrence is intrinsi-

cally not equal to 1, i.e., 𝑃𝑂𝐴 ≠ 1, and can be expressed

as:

𝑃𝑂𝐴 = 𝑃𝑟 {[𝛼]𝑇𝜆 > +0∘} , (10)

thatmeans that if the specific rotation is greater than+0∘,372

then it is likely to have optical activity at the output of chi-373

ral channel. Notice that the specific rotation depends on374

the enantiomers that will rotate the plane of the polar-375

ized light of the same magnitude but in opposite direc-376

tions (i.e., + or −). Without loss of generality, herein we377

assumed a positive rotation of the polarization plane, i.e.,378

we are assuming that the biological medium is comprised379

of a mixture of enantiomers (+/−) but the overall con-380

tribution of the specific rotation will be positive. On the381
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Fig. 6 – Mutual information related to the enantiomer Z-channel model.

other side, the channel will be optically inactive if the spe-382

cific rotation will be null i.e., there will be both 50%(+)383

and 50%(−) of enantiomers. This configuration is said384

racemate or racemic mixture.385

According to the transmission probabilities of the Z-

channel, the associated transition matrix is

P = [ 1 0
1 − 𝑃𝑂𝐴 𝑃𝑂𝐴

] , (11)

and then we can derive the mutual information between

𝑋 and 𝑌 as:

𝐼 (𝑋; 𝑌) = 𝐻 (𝑃𝑂𝐴 (1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐸))−(1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐸) 𝐻 (1 − 𝑃𝑂𝐴) ,
(12)

where 𝐻(⋅) represents the binary entropy. From Eq. (12),

we can compute the channel capacity of the chiral

medium as the maximum of the mutual information i.e.,

𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑙 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑃𝑂𝐴

[𝐻 (𝑃𝑂𝐴 (1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐸))−(1 − 𝑃𝑁𝐸) 𝐻 (1 − 𝑃𝑂𝐴)],
(13)

386

where the probability distribution of input that maxi-387

mizes the capacity will change according to specific chiral388

molecule concentrations.389

Finally, Fig. 6 depicts the mutual information versus the390

probability of no excitation, for different values of 𝑃𝑂𝐴.391

Notice that we consider only values of 𝑃𝑂𝐴 higher than392

0.5, as it depends on the concentration of positive/nega-393

tive enantiomers that comprise the channel. As expected,394

the highest value of the capacity (i.e., 0.758bit) is obtained395

for high value of 𝑃𝑂𝐴.396

5. CONCLUSIONS397

This paper presents an overview of chirality effect in398

biomolecules. Chiral molecules i.e., enantiomers, are399

present in nature everywhere, and therefore themain ap-400

plications range from pharmaceutical to chemical and bi-401

ological fields, including also communications and elec-402

tronics. Apart natural enantiomers, artificial chiral ma-403

terials (i.e., chiral metamaterials) can be accordingly de-404

signed in order to exhibit an enhancedoptical activity (i.e.,405

GOA effect).406

In the context of communications, the use of natural chi-407

ral molecules, as well as chiral metamaterials, is envi-408

sioned as potential enablers for novel communication409

techniques. Specifically, inMC paradigm, chiralmolecules410

have been analyzed as viable candidates for chiral com-411

munications, where information is encoded into chiral412

molecules. The features of rotation of the polarization413

plane and the chirality transfer have been exploited in414

order to derive a communication model based on chi-415

ral molecules. Information is represented by the optical416

activity, which can propagate inside a chiral medium by417

means of chirality transfer.418
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